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Introduction
This eBook is for HRM 304: Technology Strategies
for HR Management. This book contains the Case
Study used for learning People Analytics using
Tableau software.
In the past five years People Analytics (or
sometimes referred to as Workforce Analytics) as
become one of the most sought-after HR skills.
Employers are looking for HR professionals that are
proficient in People Analytics and understand the
strategic advantages for using data to make
decisions. We will discuss using data to make
decisions or Data Driven Decision Making (DDDM)
during our first week of class. The objective to
learning Tableau software to create People Analytics
will be:
1. Know how to analyze basic HR data
2. Know how to create visualizations (graphs) to explain HR data
3. Know how to apply analyzed data to make relevant business decisions.
Through this Case Study we will analyze various real-life workforce situations and create
Tableau graphs that are cumulative in nature with the end result being a presentation that you
will create for the “executive team” of the fictional company.
Tableau is a Business Intelligence (BI) software that allows you to import data from MS Excel
and other sources to create graphs. Remember, the reason we use graphs or visualizations is
to easily tell a story with the data. That is what we will be doing with Tableau.
Tableau can be an intimidating software to learn. However, by watching the lectures, tutorial
videos, and attending the supplemental Tableau sessions, there is no doubt that students will
leave the class more confident in both your analytic and Tableau skills!
It’s important to note that because People Analytics is such a big part of this class, these
Tableau assignments make-up 60% of your total grade.
I make it a priority to be as available to students as possible for Tableau! If you are confused,
have questions, would like a one-on-one Zoom session at any time please contact me at
408-207-2135. Text is the fastest way to reach me!
Regards,
Aisha Leach
Adjunct Professor
Golden Gate University
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The Case Study
Company Overview
Tasteful Culture is an online clothing retail store that specializes in manufacturing clothing,
accessories, and shoes with a global aesthetic. The company separates themselves from the
competition by oﬀering tailoring services for ready to make clothing. Women can provide their
measurements on the website and receive clothing that is made to fit.
The company was founded in 2016 by two women who met at Parson’s School of Fashion.
Both women loved designing clothing and accessories that reflected their own diverse
backgrounds. They were frustrated with the lack of continuity with clothing sizing so they
oﬀered the “made to fit” line in 2017. The company currently has 111 employees in California
and Nevada. All of their products are manufactured in Nevada in a facility the company
purchased in 2018.
Despite a sourcing shortage that impacted sales in 2017, the company has experienced steady
sales growth, primarily in the US and Canada. The company has a modest market approach,
and they depend heavily on the customer’s word of mouth to spread the word about their
products. Tasteful Culture oﬀers its customers referral points for inviting friends and family to
shop on their website, which has helped increased the business by 20% year over year. The
company has also been mentioned in a few global fashion magazines over the years.

The Business Issue
The CEO has recently received a call that several pieces from the current clothing line will be
featured on Oprah’s Favorite Things annual Christmas list. While Tasteful Culture is ecstatic
about being featured, they are all too aware of the Oprah Eﬀect. Being a global influencer, the
former talk show host had the highest-rated daytime talk show in history. The Oprah Eﬀect
means that any mention from the billionaire can turn fashion and lifestyle products into multimillion-dollar businesses overnight.
The executives are aware that without careful planning for the increased sales and productivity,
this is a “make it or break it” moment for the company. The company already creates a biannual Workforce Plan to determine hiring, budget, compensation increases, promotions, as
well as marketing and sales plans. However, now that they will be featured on Oprah’s Favorite
Things list, the CEO has tasked your HR Analytics team with updating the Workforce Plan. As
an aside, the analytics team planned to do an Equity Analysis for the company in a few weeks
so they decide to include their equity findings in the updated Workforce Plan.
Once the analysis is complete the HR Analytics team will present its findings and
recommendations to the executive staﬀ. The HR Analytics team will be utilizing Tableau
software to analyze data collected from the finance, sales, and HR departments.
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Installing Tableau Software
Students will need to install Tableau software before viewing the tutorial videos listed below.
The student licenses provided by Tableau are free during the school term. Students can
expand the license by submitting an individual request with the Tableau for Students program.
1. Download the latest version of Tableau Desktop here. Do not download Tableau Prep.
2. Click on the link above and select “Download Tableau Desktop” and “Download Tableau
Prep Builder”. On the form, enter your school email address for Business E-mail and enter
the name of your school for Organization.
3. Activate with your product key: TCEE-9965-B630-2EF9-870C
4. Already have a copy of Tableau Desktop installed? Update your license in the application:
Help menu → Manage Product Keys

CAUTION:
DO NOT SHARE THIS INSTALLATION OR LICENSE INFORMATION WITH ANYONE OUTSIDE OF
THIS CLASS!

Resources
Students will be utilizing the following resources to assist in learning Tableau:
• Free video tutorials on tableau.com. These videos will familiarize you with the software’s
interface and functions we will be using in class.
• I’ve created tutorial videos on YouTube. These videos are specific to the assignments you’ll
be creating.
• I will host weekly Zoom Tableau sessions. These sessions will provide students the
opportunity to ask questions about Tableau, we will go over the assignments, and I will
troubleshoot issues you might be having with the software.

Tableau’s Free Tutorial Videos

These videos require you to set up a free tableau.com account. I suggest you watch these
videos by Week #2.
Topic

Video Name & Link

Getting Started

Getting Started

Getting Started

Tableau Interface

Visual Analytics

Getting Started with Visual Analytics

Visual Analytics

Formatting

Visual Analytics

The Formatting Pane

Calculations

Getting Started with Calculations

YouTube Tableau Tutorial Videos

These are videos are specific to the assignments students will create in Tableau.
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Video Name & Link

What it Demonstrates

How to Connect Data to Tableau Workbook

How to connect the Excel spreadsheets to Tableau

How to Format the Tableau Assignments

• How to correctly export graphs into a document for
uploading to eLearning
• How to add color and data labels
• How to add Insights

Using Multiple Data Sheets

How to use two or more data sheets to create a graph

Using Multiple Calculations

How to use multiple calculations in one graph

How to Create a Dashboard

How to create a Dashboard for Assignment #7

How to Publish to Tableau Online

How to publish your Story for Assignment #8

Creating the Story in Tableau

How to create your final presentation using Tableau
and PowerPoint

The Assignments
There are two sets of assignments students will complete in Tableau. Mini Assignments are
four simple graphs students will create to get familiar with Tableau. These are individual
assignments. Group Tableau Assignments are more diﬃcult and focus on the workforce
situations mentioned in the Case Study. Students will be placed of groups of two to three to
complete these assignments. You will work with your group to complete the Final Presentation
for this class.

Assignment Format

• Students must use an application such as Microsoft Word or Powerpoint to submit
assignments to eLearning.
• All assignments must include the student’s name(s) and date at the top.
• All graphs must be readable. In order for the graph to be readable the Data Labels
should be clear and visible on the page.
• Assignments should be in Landscape mode to ensure graphs are readable.
• All graphs must be formatted with Color and Data Labels. Instructions for Color and
Data Labels are included in this Case Study.

The Data

• Data for the Tableau assignments are MS Excel spreadsheets posted on eLearning
(under the Tableau label).
• There are four Excel spreadsheets that accompany the Case Study.
• Annual Budget
• Employee Data
• Hiring Plan
• Sales Data
• Students must download all four sheets to their computer before connecting them to
Tableau.
• Here is a list of the rows and columns for each Excel spreadsheet.
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Assignment Point Allocation
Assignment

Points Per

Total

Individual Mini Assignments

10

40

Group Assignments

20

140

The Dashboard

30

30

The Story

60

60

Final Presentation

150

150

Total Points

420

Assignments & Due Dates
Week #

Assignment

Due Date

3

Mini Assignment #1 - Sales by Category & Country

1/30

4

Mini Assignment #2 - Clothing Sales by Country

2/6

5

Mini Assignment #3 - Accessory Sales for the Last Three Years

2/13

6

Mini Assignment #4 - Projecting Accessories Revenue

2/20

7

Group Assignment #1 - Hiring Trends

2/27

8

Group Assignment #2 - Gender Equity in Performance Reviews & Promotions

3/6

9

Group Assignment #3 - The Hiring Plan

3/13

10

Group Assignment #4 - Compensation

3/20

11

Group Assignment #5 - Benefit Plan Comparisons

3/27

12

Group Assignment #6 - Onboarding & New Hire Training

4/3

13

Group Assignment #7 - The Management Dashboard

4/10

14

Group Assignment #8 - The Story

4/17

15

Final Presentation Due

4/24

Getting Started with Tableau
Analyzing the Data
For purposes of this Case Study, we will be using a three-step approach to the assignments:
1. Analyze the data
2. Draw conclusions from the data
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3. Make Insights based on the analysis
The conclusions will be in the form of Insights. Remember, as part of the final project you will
be presenting your analysis and recommendations to the executive staﬀ. An Insight is a two
to three sentence statement explaining the conclusion of the data analysis and providing a
recommendation to solve the issue identified by the data.
Insight Example
The analysis of pay by gender shows disparities between men and women in similar roles.
The Insight might state: “Based on the analysis, there are pay disparities in five departments.
The company needs to update its compensation strategy to correct future diﬀerences.
Keep in mind that you will have a lot of latitude when it comes to creating Insights for both the
Mini Assignments and Group Assignments. To a certain extent you will have to use your best
guess and knowledge because there are not always a right or wrong answers to the questions
posed in the assignments.

Tableau Workbooks
One of the first things to notice about Tableau is like MS Excel, when a new file is created, it
opens into a Workbook (see below). Sheets can be added to a Workbook from the Main Menu
or by clicking on the icons on the bottom right-hand of the Workbook. For this class students
will only need to create one Workbook and each Assignment will go a separate Worksheet.

Connecting Data in Tableau
Before students can analyze data in Tableau, we must connect the Excel spreadsheets in
Tableau. Be sure to watch the How to Connect Data to Tableau Workbook video before you
try connecting data!
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Method #1

1. Open your Tableau software
2. Select NEW from the Main Menu (this create a new Workbook)
3. In the upper left-hand side click on the blue Connect the Data link

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select To a File
Select Microsoft Excel
Navigate to where you save the MS Excel spreadsheets for Tableau
Select ONE of the Excel spreadsheets files, then select OPEN
Repeat steps #2 through #6 for EACH spreadsheet

Method #2

Caution:
1. Open your Tableau software
Only select ONE spreadsheet at a
2. Select NEW from the Main Menu (this will create a new
time. If you are having trouble with
Workbook)
connecting the spreadsheets to
3. From the MAIN MENU select DATA
Tableau rewatch the tutorial video or
4. Select OPEN NEW DATA SOURCE
contact me via text.
5. Select To a File
6. Select Microsoft Excel
7. Navigate to where you save the MS Excel spreadsheets for Tableau
8. Select ONE of the Excel spreadsheets files, then select OPEN
9. Repeat steps #2 through #6 for EACH spreadsheet

Worksheets
Each Assignment has two or more graphs. For each new graph,
students will need to create a new Worksheet in Tableau. You can
create a new Worksheet by selecting the icon on the bottom righthand side OR by selecting WORKSHEET from the MAIN MENU and
then selecting NEW WORKSHEET.

Data in Tableau
Once the Excel spreadsheets have been imported into Tableau they are
available in a box labeled DATA on the top left-hand side. To change
DATA Sources you simply select the file name from this list. **The Data
Sources may have diﬀerent names than the ones shown in the picture.
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Formatting in Tableau
Formatting the Graphs

The main area for formatting graphs in Tableau is called the Marks Box. It
is located at the upper left-hand side of the screen. You will use this area
to COLOR and add LABELS (DATA) to your graphs.

Formatting Numbers

Numbers will need to be formatted to currency or rounded up to the
nearest whole number, depending on the Assignment. To format numbers:
• Click anywhere in the grid area of the graph
• Select Format
• The FORMAT FONT box will appear on the left-hand side
• Select FIELDS, then select the Field Name of the numbers to be formatted
• AXIS/PANE will appear under the Format Font icons
• Select PANE
• Select Numbers
• Select CURRENCY CUSTOm (remove the two decimal points)
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Individual Tableau Mini Assignments
The objective the Mini Assignments is to help students get the feel of navigating and using
Tableau software. We will only be using the Sales data for the Mini Assignments. Each Mini
Assignment requires one Insight.

Mini Assignment #1 - Sales by Category & Country
What does the data tell us about sales by category and country?
Create the Graph
• Select the Country field and drag it to ROWS
• Select the Category field and drag it to COLUMNS
• Select the Total Sales field and drag it to COLUMNS
• ADD DATA LABELS AND & COLOR TO GRAPH
• The graph is complete

Mini Assignment #2 - Clothing Sales by Country

What trends can you identify by analyzing clothing sales by country for the past five years?
Create the Graph
• Select the Category field and drag it to the FILTERS box (above the MARKS box)
• Select the Clothing box
• Select the End of Year field and drag it to COLUMNS
• Select the Country field and drag it to ROWS
• Select the Total Sales field and Agra it to COLUMNS
• ADD DATA LABELS AND & COLOR TO GRAPH
• The graph is complete

Mini Assignment #3 - Accessory Sales for the Last Three Years

We know from the first Mini Assignment that Accessories are the lowest selling category.
What trend(s) do you see in Access sales for the past three years?
Create the Graph
• Select the Category field and drag it to the FILTERS box
• Select Accessories
• Select the End of Year field and drag it to FILTERS box
• A box will open asking “How do you want to filter [End of Year]?
• Select Years
• Select the past three years
• Select Total Sales field and drag it to COLUMNS
• Select Country field and drag it to ROWS
• Under the MAIN MENU select Analysis then Totals then Show Column Grand Totals
• ADD DATA LABELS AND & COLOR TO GRAPH
• The graph is complete
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Mini Assignment #4 - Projecting Accessories Sales Revenue

Management has already been debating whether or not to discontinue the ACCESSORY
product line. The last full year of sales revenue for ACCESSORY sales was $5.4 million. The
CEO & CFO have decided if the 2021 Accessory sales revenue is less than $6.5 million the
company will discontinue the line.
The sales analysts project being on Oprah’s Favorite Things list will increase next year’s
ACCESSORY sales revenue by 35%. Will this generate the required $6.5 to continue the line?
Create the Graph
• Select the Country field and drag it to ROWS
• Select the Total Sales field and drag it to COLUMNS
• Select the Category field and drag it to the FILTERS box
• Select Accessory
• Select the End of Year field and drag it to the FILTERS box
• A box will open asking “How do you want to filter [End of Year]?
• Select Years
• Select 2020
• Under the MAIN MENU, select ANALYSIS, then select CALCULATED FIELD
• Drag the Total Sales field into the Calculated Field box
• After the Total Sales field enter *(1+.35). The final calculation should like this:

•
•
•
•

• Rename the Calculation where it says “Calculation 1”
Drag the Calculation field to the COLUMNS
Under the MAIN MENU, select ANALYSIS, then TOTALS, then SHOW COLUMN GRAND
TOTALS
ADD DATA LABELS AND & COLOR TO GRAPH
The graph is complete
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Group Tableau Assignments
Helpful Hints:
• Always use the Department field in either the COLUMNS or ROWS of every graph. Only
exception is Assignment #5.
• Always format the assignment correctly with COLOR and DATA LABELS
• All members must complete the Assignment, but only member needs to submit to
eLearning

Assignment #1: Hiring Trends

The team needs to analyze the hiring trends of the company by gender and location.
• Graph #1: Look at the hiring by Gender by Department. What are the trends?
• Graph #2: Look at hiring by state by Department. What are the trends?

Assignment #2: Gender Equity in Performance Reviews & Promotions

As part of the new Workforce Plan, the Analytics team will conduct a gender equity analysis by
EMPLOYEE LEVEL and DEPARTMENT for performance reviews and promotions.
• Graph #1: Are there gender disparities in the AVERAGE performance ratings by department
and employee level?
• Graph #2: Are there any gender disparities in the 2020 Promotions?
Graph Tips:
• Remember to change the Performance Rating field from SUM to AVE (Average)
• To change from SUM to AVERAGE click on the white arrow once you place the field in
either the COLUMN OR ROW

Assignment #3: The Hiring Plan

The annual Hiring Plan was completed last month. However, knowing the company is going to
see a significant increase in sales and product, the team must make a recommendation on a
percentage of additional employees to hire.
• Graph #1: Your team must make an educated guess (no right or wrong number) to what
percentage of additional hires to add to the current Hiring Plan.
• Graph #2: Show the total projected headcount by adding the total number of current
employees, the original number of new hires from the Hiring Plan, and the additional new
hires your group is adding to the Hiring Plan.
Graph Tips:
• Round the numbers up to the nearest whole number for both graphs.

Assignment #4: Compensation

The company planned to provide employees hired before June 1, 2020 with a 4% Cost of
Living Adjustment (COLA) increase. However, with the additional resources required to meet
the increase in Sales, the teams needs to analyze if the budget needs to be adjusted to
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accommodate the annual COLA. Also, the team will analyze if there are GENDER disparities in
pay.
• Graph #1: is there enough in the Compensation area of the budget to provide a COLA
increase to current employees hired before June 1, 2020?
• Graph #2: Are there any disparities in AVERAGE pay in the departments by EMPLOYEE
LEVELS?
Graph Tips:
• Remember to filter the AREA for Compensation for Graph #1
• Remember to filter the Hire Date for Graph #1

Assignment #5: Benefit Plan Comparisons

The company was in the process of evaluating if they should change their health care providers
for next year. Currently, the company doesn’t oﬀer a PPO plan to the Nevada employees. By
switching to PurpleShield PPO, Nevada employees would be able to take advantage of the
plan. The company would move to PurpleShield PPO and PurpleShieldHMO and leave Myser
HMO and Signal PPO altogether. The decisions has been made to move to the new providers
as long as the new plans does not increase by more than $2,000 for either the Employee or
Employer (the Company).
Field Names & Meanings are available here.
• Graph #1: Create a side by side comparison for the Myser and PurpleShield HMO plans by
looking at the EE Benefit Rate, New EE Benefit Rate, ER Benefit Rate, and New ER Benefit
Rate.
• Graph #1: Create a side by side comparison for the Signal and PurpleShield PPO plans by
looking at the EE Benefit Rate, New EE Benefit Rate, ER Benefit Rate, and New ER Benefit
Rate.
Graph Tips:
• Place the Benefit Coverage Level field in the ROWS for both graphs.
• These graphs don’t require Calculated fields, but should show COLUMN GRAND
TOTALS

Assignment #6: Onboarding & New Hire Training

The company’s current Onboarding & New Hire Training takes three (3) weeks for Customer
Service and Manufacturing employees and two (2) weeks for all other departments. Given the
recommended increase in hiring, the team needs to determine if there is enough TRAINING
budget for all of the new hires.
• Graph #1: Calculate the cost of onboarding the Manufacturing & Customer Service new hires
for three weeks. Also calculate the budget diﬀerence for onboarding.
• Graph #2: Calculate the cost of onboarding all other company departments for two weeks.
Also calculate the budget diﬀerence for onboarding.
Graph Tips:
• Show the current hires from the Hiring Plan + recommended new hires in both graphs.
• Use the calculation [Salary Projection]/52*number of weeks for training.
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Assignment #7: The Management Dashboard

The Dashboard feature in Tableau allows youth show multiple (2 to 3) graphs that generally
center around a them or similar topic. For instance your team’s Dashboard might focus on
gender disparities in hiring, promotions, and compensation.
For this Assignment, students will not be creating any new graphs. Create a Management
Dashboard in Tableau and instead of an Insight, write a brief explanation of why your team
chose the graphs used. There is a YouTube video on how to create the Dashboard.

Assignment #8: The Story

The Story feature in Tableau allows youth create a presentation using the graphs previously
created. For the Story your team will create a presentation for the executive team. The Story
should include the graphs, Insights (and recommendations) for the new Workforce Plan. There
is a YouTube video on creating the Story.
Submitting the Story
At the end of Week #14 groups will Publish their stories to Tableau Online website. Everyone
will receive a link to log onto the Tableau Online website, but again only one person needs to
post the Story.
1. In Tableau select the Story your team wants to submit
2. From the MAIN MENU select Server then
Publish Workbook
3. Select Connect and log into Tableau Online
4. The following dialog box will appear
5. Under Project select arrow next to
Spring2021
6. Select your team’s folder
7. In the Name field put your team’s number
8. Under Sheets select the Story
9. Click on Publish
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Excel Spreadsheet Column Names & Descriptions
Data Sheet

Column Name

Column Meaning

Annual Budget

Department

Department Name

Annual Budget

Area

There are four operational “Areas” for the budget;
Compensation, Training, Hiring, and Operations.
Compensation includes the annual budget for
salaries, raises, bonuses, etc. Training includes the
annual budget for New Hire training, conferences,
online training, etc. Hiring includes the annual budget
spent on recruiting and cost of job boards, etc.
Operations includes the annual budget for purchasing
hardware, software, equipment, etc. Each
department has a budget amount for the four areas.

Annual Budget

Budget

Amount of money allocated by Area for each
Department.

Employee Data

EMPID

Employee ID

Employee Data

Hire Date

Employee’s Date of Hire

Employee Data

Job Title

Job Title

Employee Data

Gender

Employee’s Gender

Employee Data

Employee Level

Employees are grouped by three diﬀerent levels; Exec.
or Executive means the employee is C-Level
employee and member of the Executive Team,
Manager level employees have direct reports,
Individual level employees are Individual Contributors
with no direct reports. By grouping employees by
level you are able to create a more accurate analysis
when comparing employees.

Employee Data

2020 Promotions

These are employees who received promotions in
January 2020.

Employee Data

2020
Performance
Rating

These are the 2020 Performance Ratings for
employees. Only employees hired before 06/01/2019
are eligible for Performance Ratings.

Employee Data

Department

Department Names

Employee Data

Work State

The state the employee works in, which will be used
for certain analysis exercises.

Employee Data

Annual Salary

The employee’s annual salary.

Employee Data

Benefit Plan

The employee’s current benefit plan.
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Employee Data

Benefit Coverage
Level

The employee’s current level of benefit coverage.

Employee Data

Total Monthly
Premium

The monthly benefit premium amount; or the
combined EE (Employee) Benefit Rate and ER
(Employer) Benefit Rate.

Employee Data

EE Benefit Rate

The monthly amount the Employee pays for benefits.

Employee Data

ER Benefit Rate

The monthly amount the Employer (Company) pays
for benefits.

Hiring Plan

Department

Department Names

Hiring Plan

Job Title

Job Title for the new hire.

Hiring Plan

Location

State where new hires will be located.

Hiring Plan

Salary Target

The annual salary target for the new hire.

Sales Data

Country

Destination country for item(s) sold.

Category

Tasteful Culture products are divided into three
categories; Shoes, Clothes, and Accessories.

Total Sales

Total amount of sales by Country and Category.
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